
Referencing for Referencing for 
ArchaeologyArchaeology



Referencing for ArchaeologyReferencing for Archaeology

►►All sources must be referenced unless All sources must be referenced unless 
general knowledgegeneral knowledge

►►Never use footnotes or endnotesNever use footnotes or endnotes



All references must occur in text of All references must occur in text of 
paperpaper
ExamplesExamples

1) Cannon (1971:3) claims that archaeology...1) Cannon (1971:3) claims that archaeology...
2) Cannon et al. (1973:14) suggest that it is....2) Cannon et al. (1973:14) suggest that it is....
3) Archaeology is necessary (Cannon 1978: 1).3) Archaeology is necessary (Cannon 1978: 1).
4) Archaeology is fun (Cannon et al. 1985:44). 4) Archaeology is fun (Cannon et al. 1985:44). 
5) Archaeology is best described as5) Archaeology is best described as

anthropology (Cannon 1971:2; Hudsonanthropology (Cannon 1971:2; Hudson
1983:44; Thomas 1995:55). 1983:44; Thomas 1995:55). 



Quotations shorter than 3 sentencesQuotations shorter than 3 sentences

If you want to quote something specific you If you want to quote something specific you 
only use quotation marks if the quote is only use quotation marks if the quote is 
greater than 3 sentences. Otherwise stick to greater than 3 sentences. Otherwise stick to 
the style above.the style above.



Quotations Longer than 3 sentencesQuotations Longer than 3 sentences

►► If the quote is greater than 3 sentences long use If the quote is greater than 3 sentences long use 
the following style:the following style:

"Archaeology is a sub"Archaeology is a sub--discipline ofdiscipline of
anthropology. It has to be because itanthropology. It has to be because it
focuses on culture. Archaeology hasfocuses on culture. Archaeology has
potential to inform the ethnographicpotential to inform the ethnographic
record."record."

(Smith 1981:10) (Smith 1981:10) 



Bibliographic ReferencesBibliographic References



Bibliographic ReferencesBibliographic References

►► A separate page must be used for theA separate page must be used for the
BibliographyBibliography

►► References appear in alphabetical order NOTReferences appear in alphabetical order NOT
1) the order of use in text1) the order of use in text
2) the year in which they were written2) the year in which they were written

►► Depending on the type of source used theDepending on the type of source used the
reference form will vary reference form will vary ieie. Single author,. Single author,
multiple author, journal, authored book, editedmultiple author, journal, authored book, edited
volume.volume.



1) journal article, single author:1) journal article, single author:

Smith, BillSmith, Bill
1976 Archaeology as Anthropology.1976 Archaeology as Anthropology.
American AntiquityAmerican Antiquity 44:1044:10--17. 17. 



2) journal article, multiple author:2) journal article, multiple author:

Smith, Bill, T. Everett, and C. CousinsSmith, Bill, T. Everett, and C. Cousins
1976 Archaeology as Anthropology.1976 Archaeology as Anthropology.
American AntiquityAmerican Antiquity 44:1044:10--17.17.



3) book, single author3) book, single author

Smith, BillSmith, Bill
1976 1976 The Prehistoric WorldThe Prehistoric World. Thames and. Thames and
Hudson, New York.Hudson, New York.



4) multi4) multi--author bookauthor book

Smith, Bill, T. Smith, Bill, T. HoddsHodds, C. Cousins, C. Cousins
1976 1976 The Prehistoric WorldThe Prehistoric World. Thames and. Thames and
Hudson, New York.Hudson, New York.



5) chapter from edited volume, 5) chapter from edited volume, 
single authorsingle author

Smith, BettySmith, Betty
1999 Prehistoric Cultures of Labrador. In1999 Prehistoric Cultures of Labrador. In
Prehistoric Cultures of North AmericaPrehistoric Cultures of North America, T., T.
Wilson and G. Penney eds., pp.10Wilson and G. Penney eds., pp.10--21.21.
Cambridge University Press, London.Cambridge University Press, London.



6) chapter from edited volume, 6) chapter from edited volume, 
multimulti--authors authors 

Mills, Sarah, T. Wilson, and T. PenneyMills, Sarah, T. Wilson, and T. Penney
1999 Prehistoric Cultures of Labrador.   1999 Prehistoric Cultures of Labrador.   
In In The Prehistoric Cultures of North The Prehistoric Cultures of North 
AmericaAmerica, A. Cannon ed., pp. 43, A. Cannon ed., pp. 43--77.  77.  
Cambridge University Press, London.Cambridge University Press, London.



Websites in LinkWebsites in Link

Glascock(2001)Glascock(2001)
Northwestern Research Obsidian studies Northwestern Research Obsidian studies 
Labrador.(2001)Labrador.(2001)

GlascockGlascock, Michael D., Michael D.
2001 My work. Electronic document, 2001 My work. Electronic document, 
http://address, accessed http://address, accessed octoct 12, 2007. 12, 2007. 
Name of Name of site(iesite(ie. The work of . The work of michealmicheal
GlascockGlascock.)     .)     
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